
Watts on September 2020

Our Electrical Horology Group held a Zoom Meeting as substitute for face to face contact. 

Norman Heckenberg, Emeritus Professor of the School of Mathematics and Physics, 

proposed the Zoom system of the University of Queensland Physics department for our 

use.  You must take the tour of the physics museum Electric Master Clocks he set up

https://physicsmuseum.uq.edu.au/electric-master-clocks-overview
Norman and colleague Tony Roberts have passionately researched the history of 

Synchronome master clocks in Australia, summarised in their publication “Synchronome 

Brisbane 1903 – 1991, the story of the Jackson family of electrical clock makers.”

Importantly, they provided vital information for the publication “SYNCHRONOME Masters 

of Electrical Timekeeping” By Robert H A Miles published by the Antiquarian Horological 

Society – a Bible in all regards for Synchronome enthusiasts! ISBN: 978-0-901180-55-1

We set a simple Agenda:- Introductions,  2 presentations, show and tell, open discussions,

taking a free flow approach for an hour and a half.  This worked well with 14 participants 

from Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria, some getting together for the first time.

Grant Grif fiths enthused about two of his early Bulle clock projects.  He described his 

restoration of a 1924 Gresham movement.  Even Peter Smith of Horologix.com who has 

restored 900 Bulle clocks had never seen one:-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEajVV3KoHw&feature=youtu.be

https://physicsmuseum.uq.edu.au/electric-master-clocks-overview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEajVV3KoHw&feature=youtu.be


Zoom allows a participant to share what is on his/her screen.  This can be a powerpoint 

presentation or a pictures file, just like you would do normally.  Here is a screenshot of 

Grant talking about an early Bulle which has the Maurice Favre monogram on its dial.  

 Tony Roberts (Qld) used a portable camera to show his half-Second Murday project live 

on the screen.  This is an early master clock designed by Murday who worked for Prouds 

in Sydney after emigrating from England where he designed his remarkable horizontal 

balance electric clock marketed by the Reason Manufacturing  Co., Brighton.

Mick Connolly (Vic) produced a surprise during show and tell when he tabled a newly 

acquired Scott electrically driven pendulum clock marketed by the Ever Ready Co.  Maybe

only 500 or so of these were produced.  He promised to give us a talk on his clock which 

has a hip-toggle  switch which energises an electro-magnet to swing the pendulum to and 

fro rather than side to side.

The first Zoom was deemed a success and will happen again, dates to be determined:-  

• Introductions

• 2-3 Presentations (15 minutes each)

• Show and tell

Taking about 1-1 ½ hours

There are many other stories like this for us to enjoy in future Zoom meetings.  Contact me

if you wish to contribute.

Graham Mitchell, Sydney                                                              gmclocks@gmail.com


